A MESSAGE FROM THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID

Major changes and guideline revisions have recently been implemented in the GUARANTEED STUDENT (HELP) LOAN PROGRAM

1) Effective October 1, 1981 all Guaranteed Student (HELP) Loan applicants must supply the Office of Financial Aid with income information. This office will perform a needs analysis test to assess the strength of your family income and determine your estimated family contribution. This needs analysis test is required and approved by the U.S. Department of Education, will determine your loan eligibility.

Those families whose 1980 adjusted gross income is lower than $30,000 will automatically be eligible for federal interest subsidy and guarantee. Those families whose 1980 adjusted gross income is greater than $30,000 must supply additional financial information to determine eligibility.

2) Effective August 23, 1981, all GSLP loan recipients must pay a $5 origination fee. Lenders (banks) now charge a fee of 5% on the principal amount of the loan and deduct this fee from the proceeds available from the Office of Financial Aid. You are welcome to make an appointment with the loan department for a current test. Required and approved by the U.S. Department of Education. Those families whose 1980 adjusted gross income is $30,000 or less are automatically eligible for federal interest subsidy and guarantee.

EXAMPLES: 

A family who has received $3000 in a loan and has an adjusted gross income of $29,000 will have $150 added to their family contribution. Those families whose 1980 adjusted gross income is less than $30,000 will automatically be eligible for federal interest subsidy and guarantee.

3) The minimum annual repayment amount for all borrowers has been increased from $360 to $600 for those loans disbursed on or after October 1, 1981. The effect of this action will mean that a student loan 

Of course you are aware that the increase in interest rates does not affect you. It affects only the amount that you must repay. If you are aware of this, you will be aware that the minimum annual repayment amount is increased from $360 to $600 for those loans disbursed on or after October 1, 1981. The effect of this action will mean that a student loan 

Additional information regarding these and other financial aid program changes is available from the Office of Financial Aid. You are welcome to make an appointment with a financial aid officer to discuss the effects that these changes may have on you.

Program Council Events

The Rat is back in the cafeteria! Rathskellar today

October 16 3:00 - 5:00
Ashburton cafeteria

Suffolk students only

Mass ID required to enter

Arthur Miller and "Miller's Court"

October 22 1:00 - 2:30
Suffolk Auditorium

Issue of discussion: Privacy available that do not earn or earn an audience.

Computer Portraits

October 26 10:00 - 2:30
Ashburton cafeteria

FREE!

Coming Events

Nov. 8 — New England Patriots vs. Miami Dolphins Tickets available soon

Nov. 10 — The Great Pretenders at Aquarius
Ombudsman elected at SGA meeting

By Jennifer Malherbe

Fifth-year sociology major and SGA senator Jennifer Malherbe (above) is the new SGA ombudsman. Malherbe, who who had no specific department affiliation this year, is excited to serve the student body.


Rathskellars return to Suffolk physically, not mentally

By开关 Knezevich

Former Rathskellars members discuss how the bar has changed since their time at Suffolk. The Rathskellars, a bar and music group that operated on and off at Suffolk for over a decade, returned to the college in the late 1990s.


Students to be without library

Students to be without library during the Christmas break unless plans are made to keep the library open. The decision was made by the administration to ensure the library is being properly used and utilized.


History and Philosophy depts. update curriculum

The History and Philosophy departments are updating their curricula with new courses and changes.


Blood drive collects 60 pints

The Alpha Phi Omega (APO) fraternity held its annual Blood Drive on the second floor of the Francis Library. Approximately 150 students attended the blood drive, and 60 pints of blood were collected. Students were encouraged to sign up and donate blood.


Debate team takes first

The Suffolk Debate Team won their first debate of the season against Plattsburgh State in the first round of their consolation bracket.


DISCOUNTS ON ATTRACTIONS

Students can receive discounts on attractions through the Student Activities Office.


IN BRIEF

Boston Fen is looking for students to assist with the blood drive.


Looking for a '10' at Suffolk

Students are encouraged to participate in the 100 Club, a group that supports Suffolk students financially.


Students are encouraged to sign up for the blood drive.


First-year Suffolk 15 reflects on their first year at Suffolk.


The Debate Team plans to compete in future tournaments.
It appears Suffolk is being very straightforward

Students cite problems with Suffolk’s facilities

The next SGA Meeting is on Tuesday, October 27, in the President’s Conference Room at 1:00. All invited to attend.

A Jr./Sr. Committee Meeting will be held on Tues. Oct. 27 immediately following the regular SGA Meeting. Help plan the year end events.

UP TEMPLE STREET

Temple Street students cite problems with Suffolk’s facilities

Students leave their classrooms and walk to the Student Center, Temple Street, and the Library on a normal school day. However, they find that the facilities are overcrowded, the food is subpar, and the services are poor.

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering these issues for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students have had enough and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

Students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.

Objections to cafeteria ‘Rat’

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering the issues with the cafeteria for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students are fed up and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

The students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.

Editorial

Suffolk expansion definitely needed

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering the issues with the cafeteria for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students are fed up and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

The students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.

Editorial

Student Ethiopian Student Union

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering the issues with the cafeteria for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students are fed up and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

The students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.

Editorial

Ridgeway expansion definitely needed

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering the issues with the cafeteria for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students are fed up and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

The students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.

Editorial

Temple Street students cite problems with Suffolk’s facilities

The Suffolk Student Newspaper has been covering the issues with the cafeteria for weeks, but the administration hasn’t done anything to address them. The students are fed up and are demanding change.

The students have held several protests and met with the administration, but they have been brushed off. The students are now considering a strike if their demands are not met.

The students are calling for better food, more space, and better services. They want the administration to listen to their concerns and take action.
Hunting is not just for the birds

By Ken Dionette

In the time of my youth, I was a bird hunter. I spent many hours in the woods, stalking the elusive quail. I recall one particular day when I was hunting in the woods. I was walking carefully, trying to stay silent so as not to disturb the birds. Suddenly, I saw a large flock of quail gathering near a small stream. I took aim and fired, but missed. The birds scattered, but I continued to stalk them. Finally, I was able to get close enough to make a shot. The birds fell dead, and I added them to my collection. Hunting was a way of life for me, and it taught me many valuable lessons about patience and perseverance.

Boston Shakespeare Company’s ‘Hamlet’ — An unusual production of the Bard’s tragedy

By Isabell Matthews

I was at the Boston Shakespeare Company’s production of “Hamlet.” I was impressed by the actors’ portrayal of the characters. The production was directed by a young man named John, who is known for his innovative approach to Shakespearean plays. John’s vision for the production was to make it more accessible to a modern audience.

John’s production was different from the traditional productions I have seen in the past. He used modern language and contemporary settings. For example, he had the actors wear modern dress, and he used contemporary music and sound effects to enhance the performance. I was particularly impressed by the way he brought Hamlet to life. The actor playing Hamlet was able to convey the character’s inner struggles and emotions to the audience.

The production was a success, and it received positive reviews from the critics. The audience was also impressed, and many of them commented on how much they enjoyed the performance. I highly recommend seeing this production if you have the chance. It was a unique and engaging interpretation of Shakespeare’s classic play.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Billy Idol invades America

In a second act of his career, British rock star Billy Idol is making a splash in the U.S. with his new album, "Vouge," and live performances. Idol, known for his hit songs "Rebel Yell" and "White Wedding," is set to perform at the Boston Garden this month.

The Innocent Age

Dan Fogelberg

The Innocent Age

Dan Fogelberg's latest album, "The Innocent Age," has been met with critical acclaim. The singer-songwriter has continued to explore his eclectic sound, blending rock, folk, and country influences. "The Innocent Age" features tracks like "Wind on the Water" and "Highway to Kansas," with Fogelberg's signature storytelling style.

Fogelberg delights crowd

by Kevin Cotter

Dan Fogelberg, a multi-talented musician known for his soulful vocals and intricate guitar playing, captivated an audience in Madison recently. The venue, the 1st South Concert Hall, was packed with fans eager to hear the singer's newest album, "The Innocent Age."

Lynyrd Skynyrd survivors fail this time around

Only a few survivors of the Lynyrd Skynyrd plane crash were able to attend the final concert of their legendary band. The group, known for hits like "Sweet Home Alabama" and "Free Bird," played a sold-out show in Jacksonville, Florida, but only three members survived the crash - Gary Rossington, Brian overt and Rickey Medlocke. The concert was a tribute to the band's legacy and the memory of those lost.
SPORTS

Raiders tee-off, 52-26

In Craig Smith.
The third annual Suffolk Golf Scramble was held at the Wakefield Country Club, with the proceeds going to support the athletic programs.

Suffolk Soccer Club blanks Emerson, 5-0

By Gary Sullivan.

The Suffolk Soccer Club blanks Emerson, 5-0, to take the Massachusetts State Club Soccer Championship for the second straight year.

Football Picks

In this week's game, the Ipswich vs. Bedford game was the pick of the week, with the Ipswich team winning 21-7.

Mens Cross Country

Suffolk defeats Mass Maritime 127-89

By Marjorie Mado.

The Suffolk men's cross country team defeated Mass Maritime 127-89.

Opinions concerning press conference

If continued from page 2...

Students were divided in their opinions of the press conference. Some felt that the atmosphere was inappropriate, while others felt that it was a good opportunity to express opinions.

Comparing Riley's to the cafeteria

(Candidates asked to continue from page 2.)

Some students felt that Riley's was a better option, while others preferred the cafeteria.

Get Ready for The Varsity Sport of the Mind

The College Bowl

Suffolk University Varsity GSA-Varsity Basketball Candidates

Fenton 134 C

October 28, 29, & 30

10:30-2:30

10:30-2:30
Life Committee requested more diversity of space

Comparing Riley's to the cafeteria

FREE

FREE

SENIORS

SENIIORS

THE PHOTOGRAPHER IS COMING

THE PHOTOGRAPHER IS COMING

LAST CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR SENIOR PORTRAITS TAKEN

LAST CHANCE TO HAVE YOUR SENIOR PORTRAITS TAKEN

OCTOBER 28, 29, & 30

OCTOBER 28, 29, & 30

FENTON 134 C

FENTON 134 C

10-2:30

10-2:30

FREE

FREE

GREEK NIGHT

November 12, 1981

Everybody is invited

LIVE GREEK MUSIC

BELLY DANCER and a lot of dancing.

Serving Greek food and pastry
(baklava, cheese-pies, spinach pie, Mousaka, Pastitsio and more)

AT THE CAFETERIA – 3rd FLOOR IN A SHUBERTON BUILDING

7-11 p.m.

Program Council Events

Tickets go on sale November 4th at 11:00 a.m.

in the Student Activities Office

for the New England Patriots vs. Miami Dolphins game

on Sunday, November 8th

Tickets: $5.00 students (MUST have Suffolk ID)

$12.50 guests (limit of 10 guest tickets)

Total of 93 tickets to be sold

PARTY!

at the Aquarius Lounge, Quincy

Tuesday, November 10

featuring the Great Pretenders

Tickets: $5.00 students, $10.00 guests

Computer Portraits

Monday, Oct. 27

10:00-2:30

in the cafeteria

Movie:

“Straw Dogs”

October 27, 1:00

Auditorium

Have you something to sell?

Place a classified in the Journal

25¢ per line.  (35 characters per line)

Deadline is Monday at noon before publish date
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